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What is CoolSculptingTM

Areas that can be treated

Introduction

CoolSculptingTM is the non-surgical alternative to liposuction, effectively eliminating those 
stubborn and unwanted fat areas with minimal risk, no anaesthesia and limited downtime.

Invented by a team at Harvard University, it’s the only FDA-approved treatment of its kind. 
Using revolutionary cryolipolysis technology, it targets, freezes and eliminates fat cells, without 

causing harm to the surrounding tissue. Once eliminated, the fat cells are gone for good.

 At Revere, we’ve seen some phenomenal results from CoolSculptingTM. That’s because, since 
we adopted the process almost a decade ago, we’ve advised our clients on best practice. 

Whether you choose to have the procedure at Revere or elsewhere, ensure you do the 
following to maximise the outcome of your procedure.
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Ensure it is CoolSculptingTM

If you’ve chosen CoolSculptingTM to shift those 
last few inches, don’t be afraid to check the 
procedure is actually CoolSculpting and not a 
treatment masquerading as such. CoolSculpting 
itself is the only FDA-approved system. Having a CE 
mark alone isn’t robust enough, so do check.

Effective body-mapping is important

A highly-skilled practitioner understands the 
importance of body-mapping well. At Revere 
Clinics we want to contour your body so that it’s at 
its very best, so we will ensure your body is properly 
mapped for the ultimate shape. 
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Don’t be afraid of the practitioner who 
says you need more cycles

A good, knowledgeable practitioner will assess 
and understand your requirements. If they suggest 
you need more cycles it’s not necessarily because 
they’re looking to top the price up. Rather, they 
want to ensure you achieve the results you’re 
aiming for. The more cycles you do, the more 
you’re likely to lose. It’s important to spread 
cycles over multiple regions. Do one area at a 
time and do it properly, before moving onto the 
next area. Certain practices, such as Revere, like 
to overlap cycles, so that you achieve optimum 
results in your first session. Other practitioners that 
suggest less cycles often have patients coming 
back dissatisfied. 
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Maintain a healthy lifestyle

Prior to and after undergoing CoolSculptingTM it is 
imperative you are maintaining a balanced diet 
and exercising regularly. Although CoolSculptingTM 
can effectively eliminate fat cells, this is not an 
alternative to weight loss. CoolSculptingTM helps 
to rid the body of those unwanted bulges that do 
not seem to budge no matter what exercise and 
diet you do, by destroying fat cells. However, it 
doesn’t get rid of fatty acids, which still need to be 
metabolised by an energy source. Neighbouring 
fat cells can absorb free fatty acids, and if you do 
not maintain a balanced diet during the 8 weeks 
after your treatment, this can limit the results of your 
treatment.
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Not a cure for obesity

At Revere Clinics we can’t stress this enough: 
CoolSculptingTM is not a cure for obesity. Not 
everyone is a candidate for CoolSculptingTM and 
we make that clear in the mapping process. If it’s 
not for you and is not going to prove effective, we 
will tell you. It’s imperative that patients who opt for 
CoolSculptingTM understand that this is a procedure 
that helps to trim the last few inches that a healthy 
diet and exercise have not managed to move. 
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Cheapest isn’t always best

There will always be a temptation to go for a clinic 
which offers the cheaper treatment. However, 
cheaper doesn’t mean better, it means cheaper. 
Question why the procedure costs less. Is it 
because the practitioner has little experience? 
CoolSculptingTM isn’t just about the machine, it’s 
about how you use it. Always ask for before and 
after images and ensure that they are from the 
practitioner you are visiting and not from the 
manufacturer themselves.

Consider if the practitioner is trying to lure you in 
under false pretences – that is to persuade you to 
go for something even more costly. Is the mapping 
technique up to scratch? Is it CoolSculptingTM? 
At Revere Clinics you won’t ever find any of our 
services as part of a package or heavily discounted. 
Experience and excellence is reflected in our prices. 
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Alcohol

It’s commonly understood that alcohol impedes weight 
loss. In fact, many attribute it to weight gain. Alcohol 
is also an enemy of CoolSculptingTM. Unfortunately 
your liver can’t metabolise fat if there’s alcohol in the 
system. So, if you’re a glass a night person, you won’t 
be able to metabolise the alcohol you’ve consumed. 
When it comes to your CoolSculptingTM treatment, the  
fat that’s frozen won’t be metabolised because your 
liver will be working overtime on the alcohol you’ve 
consumed. 
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• CoolSculptingTM is not a cure for obesity, anyone 

that tells you it is should not be trusted

• Not all CoolSculptingTM is the same – it’s not just 

the machine, it’s what you do with it

• Maintain a healthy lifestyle, especially in the 8 

– 12 weeks after your treatment, otherwise you 

will hinder the results

• Avoid alcohol and if you must, have one 

cheat night a week

• Don’t be afraid of more cycles

• Cheaper isn’t necessarily better, it’s 

cheaper

• Mapping is a very important part of the 

process

Negative reviews of CoolSculpting tend to be because of fake devices, poor 
practitioners, incorrect mapping or under treatment of the area.

So dont forget...
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“It is imperative you select a practitioner with experience and who understands 

the importance of body mapping. If you’re working to a budget, target 

one area and treat it well, before moving onto the next. CoolSculpting can 

produce life-changing results.” 

Dr Sabika Karim



  

Book your CoolSculptingTM treatment
For more information on these procedures please contact the Revere team 

on 01923 834020 (London Clinic) or 01923 882387 (Northwood Clinic) 

or visit www.revereclinics.com

Disclaimer
Individual results may vary.  All health regulated services carry risks which need to be discussed with your doctor. It is always  
recommended to seek a second opinion. Please see the references page on our website to read scientific research 
validating some of the  claims made about our procedures. You can also view our privacy policy on our website.


